
July 2020 - Off the Chain Capital Executive Summary:  
 
Off the Chain Capital is the only blockchain fund with a value lens. The fund embraces the value-investment 
philosophy of Benjamin Graham, Warren Buffett, and Charles Munger. This provides downside protection without 
sacrificing upside, making it a great fit for family offices, endowments, foundations and first-time investors in 
blockchain assets.  
 
The targeted fund size is $175M. The investment size is $1M+. The fund's goal is to give investors an allocation to 
bitcoin and blockchain companies with an established bitcoin portfolio manager who has a proven track record. 
The lock-up period is 1 year, but the investors are expected to hold the investment for a least 3 years to maximize 
their returns.  
 
The value add from the fund’s investment opportunities comes from the manager’s deep connections within the 
ecosystem, extensive knowledge of the trading patterns, and access to deeply discounted pricing from forced sellers.  
 
Bitcoin purchase strategy: The fund works to find and execute purchases of bitcoin at a 30%-50% discount to spot 
price through bankruptcy proceedings, government auctions, and other forced liquidations of bitcoin from other 
market disruption situations. Buying BTC at a discount to the spot price creates a margin of safety. It cushions the 
portfolio performance during the down cycles while enhancing the portfolio performance during up cycles without 
the use of leverage or derivatives.  
 
Blockchain company equity strategy: The fund currently has exposure to some of the highest quality blockchain 
companies and has access to many others at a 20-30% discount to their most recent financing rounds. Some of 
these companies include Polychain Capital, Coinbase, and Digital Currency Group. The fund also has vast 
connections at established blockchain companies and provides a liquidity pool for employees' partial buyouts of 
company stock at a discount. All these companies are series A round of financing or later stage which helps filter 
out failure risk.  
 
Through July 2020, the fund is up 93% versus 57% for Bitcoin. Over the past three years, the fund’s returns have 
averaged 119% annually versus 99% annually for Bitcoin. The fund has returned 1,659% since inception in 
December 2016 thru July 2020. Bitcoin was up 1,170% over the same time period. This makes Off the Chain one of 
the few funds that has outperformed bitcoin.  
 
In the up quarters, Off the Chain captures 131% of BTC’s up move. In the down quarters, Off the Chain is up 
4.3% when BTC is down 8.1%. The fund is able to do this with a portfolio that is long only, doesn't use leverage to 
enhance returns, and has low turnover.  
 
One of the reasons Off the Chain goes up when BTC is down, is that the CIO is buying blockchain and digital 
assets at such low valuations, they have no more room to go down. Because of the discounts the fund secures, these 
assets actually appreciate in the down markets. 
 
The second reason Off the Chain appreciates in down markets is that the fund captures huge premiums on digital 
assets when it turns them into stocks. These premiums provide a margin of safety to the portfolio in the down 
quarters. The portfolio was intentionally built with these risk mitigation attributes, which are well-suited for 
conservative investors like foundations and endowments. 
 
Fund manager’s bio: The CIO has been a VC in blockchain for over 6 years and has advised, mentored and/or 
financed 4 blockchain companies that have a combined value of over $10B today. In 2016, he provided the seed 
funding and mentorship to help build what is today the world’s largest digital asset and blockchain investment fund. 
In addition to running blockchain asset funds, he teaches a blockchain and digital asset investing class at 
Washington University. Prior to his immersion in blockchain, the CIO was one of the top-ranked investment 
managers in the nation. Morningstar ranked his client’s performance between 2004-2014 in the top 1/10th of 1% of 
the Morningstar equity manager universe. 


